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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is related to cache memories, and more particularly to a cache memory having a spiral
organization in which non-uniform access times are exploited so that most-frequently accessed values have the shortest
access times.

Description of Related Art

[0002] In present-day cache memory systems, there is a trade-off between the time required to access most-frequently-
accessed values, and the number of such values available at the shortest access times. For example, in a traditional
multi-level cache hierarchy, the level-one (L1) cache provides a uniform access time for a particular number of values,
and control circuits and other algorithmic features of some systems operate to maintain the most-frequently-accessed
values within the L1 cache. However, due to physical wiring constraints and the fact that electronic systems are limited
by the propagation speed of electronic signals, the larger the L1 cache, the longer the (fixed) access time for the typical
L1 cache. Similarly, as the size of the L1 cache is reduced in order to reduce the access time, the number of frequently-
accessed values that are not stored in the L1 cache increases. The values not stored in the L1 cache are therefore
stored in higher-order levels of the memory hierarchy (e.g., the L2 cache), which provides a much greater penalty in
access time than that provided by the L1 cache, as the typical cache memory system is inclusive, that is, higher-order
levels of the memory hierarchy contain all values stored in the next lower-order level. For practical purposes, a given
higher-order cache memory is generally much larger than the cache memory of the next lower order, and given the
propagation speed constraints mentioned above, e.g., RC wire delay and the eventual limitation of the inherent speed
of electric field propagation in die interconnects, the higher-order cache is much slower, typically on the order of 10-100
times slower than the next lower-order cache memory. Further, the typical cache control algorithm employed in such
cache memory systems typically handles one outstanding request to a cache level at a time. If an access request "misses"
a cache, the access is either stalled or fails and must therefore be retried by the source of the request (e.g., a next lower-
order numbered cache level or a processor memory access logic in the case of an L1 cache miss). The request is
propagated away from the processor toward a higher-order level of cache memory, but retrying requests later at the L1
level ensures that access to the cache is still provided for other instructions that can execute while a hardware thread
dependent on the requested value is waiting for the request to succeed. The alternative of stalling the entire processor
pipeline is available, but provides an even more severe performance penalty.
[0003] Finally, the organization of values in a cache memory hierarchy is typically imposed by control structures within
the cache memory hierarchy, e.g., cache controllers, that measure access frequencies according to schemes such as
least-recently-used (LRU) and organize the levels of cache to maintain the most-frequently accessed values in the lower-
order caches using cast-out logic.
[0004] Solutions other than the traditional cache memories and hierarchy described above have been proposed that
permit multiple requests to be pipelined, but require the imposition of fixed worst-case access latencies and buffering
to control the flow of the pipelined information.
[0005] Further, non-traditional cache memories have been proposed that have a non-uniform access latency and that
are organized without using additional access measurement and cast-out logic, but generally only offer a small potential
improvement over the operation of present cache memories by swapping cache entries to slowly migrate frequently
accessed values to "closer" locations, while migrating less frequently used values to "farther" locations. Such non-uniform
cache memories also require additional pathways to perform the swapping and are typically routed systems, in which
switching circuits are used to perform selection of a particular cache bank.
[0006] Therefore, it would be desirable to provide a cache memory and method of cache operation that can support
multiple outstanding requests, provide very low latency of access for frequently accessed values and that can provide
such operation without complicated and area-intensive routing circuits, as well as LRU and cast-out logic.
[0007] YUHO JIN ET AL: "A Domain-Specific On-Chip Network Design for Large Scale Cache Systems", HIGH PER-
FORMANCE COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE, 2007. HPCA 2007. IEEE 13TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON IEEE,
PI 1 February 2007 (2007-02-01), pages 318-327, XP031072919 describes useful background.
US 2005/0114618 A1 describes systolic memory arrays.
AKIOKA S ET AL: "Ring data location prediction scheme for non-uniform cache arhcitectures" COMPUTER DESIGN,
2008. ICCD 2008. IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON, IEEE, PISCATAWAY, NJ, USA, 12 October 2008
(2008-10-12), pages 693-698, XP031407638 describes useful background.
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The invention is embodied in a method as claimed in claim 1, and corresponding apparatus.
[0009] The foregoing and other objectives, features, and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following,
more particular, description of the preferred embodiment of the invention, as illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWING

[0010] The novel features believed characteristic of the invention are set forth in the appended claims. The invention
itself, however, as well as a preferred mode of use, further objectives, and advantages thereof, will best be understood
by reference to the following detailed description of the invention when read in conjunction with the accompanying
Figures, wherein like reference numerals indicate like components, and:

Figures 1A-1C are pictorial diagrams illustrating advantages of a placement technique within a spiral cache according
to an embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a pictorial diagram illustrating dynamic re-arrangement of values within a spiral cache according to an
embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a spiral cache according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Figures 4A-4C are block diagrams illustrating geometric retries within the spiral cache of Figure 3.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of the spiral cache of Figure 3, showing systolic timelines of data flow during operation.

Figure 6 is a timing diagram illustrating cache micro-operations within the spiral cache of Figure 3.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Introduction

[0011] The present invention encompasses a novel tile array structure and the operation of a tile array structure. The
tile array operates according to a systolic move-to-front operation that causes the values in the tile array to be reorganized
at each request to place the most-recently accessed value at the front-most central storage location, while moving other
values backwards, at each new access, to a location other than the front-most central storage location. The present
invention provides large and fast storage by dynamically moving values forward on a substantially continuous basis.
The key characteristics of a storage array device according to the present invention are:

1. A tiled architecture of small and fast (e.g. direct-mapped) caches balance wire delay and cache access time at
the technological and physical limits;

2. The move-to-front heuristic is used to place and replace storage values dynamically with theoretical guarantees
on the maximum access time;

3. N tiles of the storage array behave like an N-way associative cache without the cost of traditional bookkeeping
such as least-recently-used (LRU) counters; and

4. The systolic pipeline can keep multiple memory accesses in flight, without routing or switching delays and without
requiring data buffering to effect flow control.

[0012] While, as mentioned above, systolic architectures for cache memories have been proposed, in those designs,
a worst-case access latency is imposed for each value requested, no matter the location in the cache memory. In such
designs, requests must travel to the far end of the cache memory, and then traverse each block (or "tile" in the terminology
used in the present application) on the way back to the processor or other requestor. The spiral cache memory does
not suffer the worst-case latency at each access. Instead, the majority of accesses incur the best-case latency of
accessing the front-most tile only, and therefore the spiral cache provides improved performance. Other pipelined memory
architectures require internal buffers for controlling the flow of data through a one-dimensional hierarchy of memory tiles.
The storage array of the present invention does not require internal flow control buffers, and is not limited to one-
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dimensional designs. In fact, the storage array of the present invention as embodied in the spiral cache described in the
examples below exploits the dimensionality of Euclidean space to reduce the worst-case access latency. A storage array
in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention may be viewed as a so-called non-uniform cache architecture
(NUCA), which may be implemented as a spiral cache.

Dynamic Cache Placement

[0013] In order to reduce the access time for frequently-accessed values, and as mentioned above, the storage array
of the present invention dynamically self-organizes during accesses to place more frequently-accessed values toward
the center of the spiral, and to place less frequently-accessed values toward the outside of the spiral. Signal propagation
delays across wires are a primary design constraint for large and fast VLSI designs, and the following illustration is
provided to explain the advantages of the memory architecture of the present invention.

A Spatial Memory Model

[0014] In order to account for wire delays in a memory model, a width can be associated with each cell of a 1-dimensional
memory array as illustrated in Figure 1A. When a processor P issues a load request to storage cell 7, a request signal
propagates across storage cells 1 through 6 to storage cell 7, and the data stored in storage cell 7 propagates in the
reverse direction back to processor P. In order for a systolic implementation to provide movement between storage cells
1-7, which will be described in further detail as a mechanism for moving values in the spiral cache, signals must travel
across one storage cell within one clock cycle. If storage cells 1-7 are implemented as single bit memories, the spatial
extent of the illustrated memory array could be tiny and would support a high clock frequency to satisfy the one clock
cycle requirement for systolic design. The smaller the memory array, the shorter the propagation delay of a signal
traveling across the memory array, and therefore the higher the clock frequency that matches the access latency of the
memory array. The access latency of the ith cell is the propagation time of a round-trip from processor P to cell I, which
is given by ti = 2xi or ti = 2i clock cycles under the assumption that a signal traverses the distance of a storage cell within
one clock cycle. Therefore, in the illustration, x7, the time required to access storage cell 7 is fourteen clock cycles. In
the following description, a spatial-memory model is used to compare placement algorithms for caches.

Placement Algorithms

[0015] A cache placement algorithm determines the map of program addresses to memory locations, which are gen-
erally cache lines. In conventional cache design, a placement algorithm such as least-recently-used (LRU) is used for
managing the lines within the same set (also called congruence class) of a set-associative architecture. In the spatial
memory model given above, the placement algorithm has a direct impact on the average access latency, even if the
entire working set fits into the cache and no evictions occur due to conflict misses. The effect of different placement
algorithms on the average access latency can be observed using a sample access trace:

load A, load B, load C, load C, load B, load B.

[0016] The simplest cache placement algorithm, variations of which are employed in direct-mapped cache design,
interprets the least significant bits of a line address as the index of the cache line. Referring now to Figure 1B, an
example is given in which the mapping from addresses to memory cell indices, in which the value for address A is stored
in storage cell 7, the value for address B is stored in storage cell 10 and the value for address C is stored in storage cell
2. It is noted that the above mapping precludes any control over the distance of the placement of the values from the
processor. The effectiveness of the placement algorithm can be evaluated by computing the average access latency of
the sample access trace. Assuming that the cache is initially empty, the first access due to instruction load A requires
a backing store access, the loaded value corresponding to address A is stored in storage cell 7, and then incurs t7 = 14
clock cycles of cache access latency. The next two load instructions load B and load C also require backing store
accesses, whereas the remaining three instructions are served directly out of the cache. The access latencies (in cycles)
are given below in Table I.

Table I

instruction load A load B load C load C load B load B

access latency 14 20 4 4 20 20

backing store access yes yes yes no no no
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[0017] The total number of clock cycles consumed by access latency is 82, in addition to the cycles required for three
backing store accesses. The average access latency, not counting the backing store accesses, is hence 82/6 = 13.7
cycles per access.
[0018] A more effective placement algorithm can be implemented by mapping addresses into storage cells 1-15
according to the frequency of accesses to the values corresponding to the addresses. The most frequently accessed
value would be stored closest to processor P to minimize the average access latency. In the sample access trace, the
most frequently accessed address is B, which is accessed three times. Hence, the value for address B should be stored
in storage cell 1. The second most frequently accessed value is at address C, which should be stored in storage cell 2
and the third most frequently accessed value at address A would then be stored in storage cell 3, as illustrated in Figure
1C. Analogous to the accounting of access latencies shown in Table I above, Table II below summarizes the access
latencies for the cache value placement illustrated in Figure 1C.

[0019] The sum of the access latencies in Table II is 20 clock cycles, and the average access latency is 20/6 = 3.33
clock cycles per access. Thus the average access latency of the direct-mapped placement illustrated in Figure 1B, at
13.7 cycles per access, is more than four times larger than the placement based on access frequency illustrated in
Figure 1C.
[0020] Unfortunately, the access frequency of the trace of a program is generally not known in advance. However,
there exists an on-line placement strategy that is provably within a factor of 2 of the best off-line strategy, known as
"move-to-front." The move-to-front strategy moves each requested value to the front of the array. To make space for a
new value in the front of the array, the value currently stored in the front of the array is pushed back towards the tail of
the array. Since the placement of the values (e.g., cache lines) is dynamic, each value must be searched at subsequent
accesses.
[0021] Referring now to Figure 2, the placement of values according to their addresses by a move-to-front heuristic
is shown. Unlike the static placements illustrated in Figure 1B and Figure 1C, the dynamic placement of Figure 2 adapts
the mapping to the access pattern of a program’s trace during execution. The first three load instructions fetch the values
from memory according to addresses A, B and C and move the associated data into front-most storage cell 1 at each
access. Then, the second load at address C finds the requested value (i.e., finds an address match to C) in storage cell
1, incurring the minimum access latency of 2 clock cycles. Next, the second access at address B moves the requested
value (along with its address) from storage cell 2 into front-most storage cell 1, effectively swapping the contents of front-
most storage cell 1 with the contents of storage cell 2. The final access at address B finds the requested value in cell 1,
causing the minimal access latency of 2 clock cycles. Table III, below, shows the access latencies for the placement
scheme of Figure 2.

[0022] The sum of the access latencies is 14 clock cycles, and the average access latency is 14/6 = 2.3 clock cycles
per access. Ignoring the accesses to main memory, it is noteworthy that the move-to-front heuristic produces an even
smaller average access latency than the placement based on access frequency, even though the access-frequency
placement is based on the knowledge of the entire trace, whereas the move-to-front placement considers one access
at a time only.

The Move-to-Front Heuristic

[0023] The move-to-front heuristic has been shown to be 2-competitive in the context of maintaining a list, in that,
move-to-front is, to within a constant factor, as efficient as any algorithm, including those based on knowing the entire
sequence of operations. The move-to-front heuristic enables the spiral cache to be organized, such that the total access

Table II

instruction load A load B load C load C load B load B

access latency 6 2 4 4 2 2

backing store access yes yes yes no no no

Table III

instruction load A load B load C load C load B load B

access latency 2 2 2 2 4 2

backing store access yes yes yes no no no
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latency due to load, store, or eviction operations is no worse than twice the access latency incurred by any algorithm
that has complete knowledge about the entire trace. The spiral cache of the present invention implements a placement
algorithm based on the move-to-front heuristic. Its 2-competitiveness provides a bound on the access latency of this
implementation, and therefore provides a theoretical guaranteed limit on access latency.

Architecture of a Spiral Cache

[0024] A spiral cache according to an embodiment of the present invention, exploits the dimensionality of Euclidean
space to reduce the worst-case access latency, and offers a systolic data flow capable of pipelining multiple accesses.
In the following illustrative embodiment the storage cell associated with a tile of a spiral cache is itself an entire storage
array. In general, an efficient tile design balances the size of the tile’s array such that the propagation delay of the wires
connecting neighboring tiles is equal to the access latency of the tile’s array. One embodiment of the spiral cache uses
a fast, direct-mapped cache within each tile, and uses a cache line as the unit of data transfer between the tiles. In the
present application, the memory within a tile is referred to as the memory array irrespective of the particular cache
architecture and physical layout that are employed in the tiles. The tiles further provide the movement functionality in
the illustrated embodiment as described below according to a distributed control logic provided by control logic of the
individual tiles, although in an alternative embodiment, global control logic may be used to control the information flow.

Basic Spiral Cache Architecture

[0025] The basic architecture of a 2-dimensional spiral cache in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention is shown in Figure 3. The spiral nature of the exemplary cache can be visualized as a "wrapping" of the linear
array of Figure 1A around tile 1, such that the linear array now forms an Archimedes spiral with a Manhattan layout. A
processor 100, lower-order cache, or other data/instruction sink connects to the front end of the spiral at front-most tile
1. The tail end of the spiral, in the example at tile 49 of the 7 x 7 matrix of tiles, connects to a backing store 112, which
may be a higher-order cache, system memory, disc storage or other data/instruction storage. Before discussing the
interconnect network(s) illustrated in Figure 3, it is useful to describe in more detail the operation of a simpler linear
array. When implementing the move-to-front based placement algorithm on the linear array in Figure 1A, two function-
alities are required: (1) move data to the front; and (2) push data back to make space for an item that is moved to the
front. For example, consider the second load instruction for address B in Figure 2. The address-to-cell mapping prior to
executing the second load B instruction is C→1, B→2, A→3. To move the value corresponding to address B to the front,
the array must be searched for B by scanning the array from the front. When address B is found in storage cell 2, the
associated data are communicated towards the processor, leaving storage cell 2 empty. When the value corresponding
to address B arrives at front-most storage cell 1, front-most storage cell 1 is "freed" by swapping the value corresponding
to address C with the value corresponding to address B. Then, the value corresponding to address C is communicated
towards the tail end of the spiral until an empty cell is encountered. In the example, storage cell 2 is free to accommodate
the value corresponding to address C. In general, storage cell contents are continually swapped backwards toward the
tail, effectively pushing back the existing contents of the storage cells until an empty cell is encountered or the value
stored at the tail end is swapped out into backing store 112.
[0026] For the spiral cache illustrated in Figure 3, the spiral network 114 of next neighbor connections is dedicated
to the push-back operation. Doing so enables the spiral cache to move one new data item into front-most tile 1 during
every systolic cycle, because a fully occupied spiral cache can perform one push-back swap of the contents of each
storage cell in each systolic cycle. Details of the systolic cycle in the spiral cache of the present invention are provided
hereinafter below in the section entitled Systolic Design. In essence, swap-back and move-forward data arriving at a tile
are automatically directed according to the flow patterns described in further detail below. Tiles at edges of the spiral
cache array (i.e., the storage cells in the outer turn of the spiral) have any ports that extend toward the outside of the
spiral terminated by appropriate circuitry, so that a single tile design can provide all of the functionality of move-to-front
and swap backward according to the global clock that provides the systolic pulse operating the spiral cache as described
below.
[0027] To support the search for and communication of a requested value to front-most tile 1, a second network is
provided, a grid-style move-to-front network 116 of next neighbor connections as indicated by the horizontal, vertical
and diagonal arrows in Figure 3. From a high-level perspective the operation of the move-to-front network is straight-
forward. For example, when processor 100 requests a value that is stored in tile 49, the processor issues the request
at front-most tile 1. The request travels along a diagonal path 118 toward (corner) tile 49. The requested value is found
in tile 49, and the value (along with the value’s address and flags) moves to front-most tile 1 in an xy-routing pattern via
tiles 48, 47, 46, 23, 8, in the specified order. Defining P(a,b,c, d...) as a path of transfer of values from tiles a to b, b to
c, c to d, and so forth, it is noted that the travel time along path P(1,9,25,49,48,47, 46, 23,8,1) involves 10 hops, or 10
cycles according to the spatial memory model described above. The analogous access latency in a linear array of 49
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tiles would be t49 = 2 x 49 = 98 cycles. Thus, the 2-dimensional spiral organization reduces the access latency approx-
imately according to the square root of the linear access time for an "un-wrapped" spiral. In general, a k-dimensional
spiral having N tiles has a worst-case access latency of θ(N1/k). Worst-case access latency as used herein refers to the
latency of accessing a tile with the largest Manhattan distance from tile 1.

Geometric Retry

[0028] A k-dimensional spiral cache with N tiles reduces the worst-case access latency compared to a linear array
from θ(N) to θ(N1/k). The move-to-front heuristic acts to compact the working set at the front of the spiral, and keeps the
most frequently accessed data items near front-most tile 1. The above property cannot be exploited with a search strategy
that performs a lookup at each tile, because this would require broadcasting each request to the outer boundary of the
cache which incurs the worst-case access latency. Instead, the illustrated spiral cache, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention, implements a search strategy with a best-case access latency of θ(1) if the request "hits" in
(i.e., the requested value is located in) front-most tile 1. Since the values stored in the spiral cache are moved according
to the move-to-front placement algorithm described above, processor 100 does not have information specifying a tile
where a particular value is stored. Therefore, each access causes a search for the value that corresponds to an address.
Rather than look-up the location of the value in a table, such as is typically performed in a conventional associative
cache memory, in the spiral cache of the depicted embodiment of the invention, the look-up is performed at each storage
cell, by propagating the request to the storage cells, and then returning the requested value from the storage cell at
which the requested value is found. According to the assumptions underlying the move-to-front competitiveness result
for a linear array given above, a search should scan the tiles from front-most tile 1 towards the tail end of the spiral at
backmost tile 49. In a 2-dimensional spiral as illustrated in Figure 3 the tile array is scanned in a radial fashion. First, a
check is performed to determine whether the requested value is stored in front-most storage cell 1. If the value is not
located in front-most storage cell 1, the "ring" of radius 2 consisting of tiles 2-9 is checked. If the value is also not found
in tiles 2-9, the ring of radius 3 formed by tiles 10-25 is checked and so forth, scanning the tiles on rings with increasing
radius. The outwardly propagating request is handled by the tiles making copies of received requests when the address
specified in the requests is not found in the tile. In the present disclosure, the terms "ring" and its "radius" are used
loosely, referring to their conformal square maps in the Manhattan layout. However, it is understood that similar concepts
apply in layouts that differ from a Manhattan layout, and the present invention is not limited to a particular square layout
or a layout of another shape or necessarily to a spiral arrangement, as the move-to-front and push-backward functionality
of a storage device in accordance with the present invention may be provided by other layouts in accordance with
alternative embodiments of the invention.
[0029] An advantage of the scanning search strategy in the spiral cache of the present embodiment is that it produces
a best-case access latency of 1 cycle whenever the requested address is found in tile 1. Due to the move-to-front strategy,
this best-case scenario should be achieved frequently. One problem encountered in such a scanning search strategy
is the unpredictable flow of values that are moving toward front-most tile 1 when multiple access requests are in flight
simultaneously. In order to avoid providing internal buffering and flow control mechanisms, which incur an unnecessary
circuit area, circuit power and delay penalty, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, a different
search strategy may be employed based on the principle of geometric retry. Figures 4A-4C illustrate how the move-to-
front network 116 supports a search strategy with geometric retry in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention, which operates according to the following principle: "if an item is not found in the area of radius 2s, retry the
search in the area with radius 2s+1." Figure 4A illustrates the procedure for initial radius 2° = 1 (r=1), which represents
the lookup in front-most tile 1. If the lookup in front-most tile 1 fails, all tiles within radius 21 = 2, (i.e. (tiles 2-9 for r=2)
are searched, and also front-most tile 1 is searched again at radius 1, as illustrated in Figure 4B. If the search fails
again, the search radius is again doubled to 22 = 4, which covers the entire spiral cache (i.e., tiles 1-49 for r=4) as
illustrated in Figure 4C . If the search of the entire spiral cache fails, the requested value is not in the cache and processor
100 must access backing store 112 to fetch the requested value.
[0030] The data flow through the spiral cache during a scanning search is illustrated in Figures 4A-4C by the large
arrows. The particular search case with retry radius 2° = 1 is trivial, and retry radius 21 = 2 is a smaller version of the
larger scenario exhibited by retry radius 22 = 4. The communication pattern for only the top right quadrant in Figure 4C
will be described below, as the other quadrants operate analogously and are searched simultaneously. A central principle
of the request data flow in a spiral cache in accordance with the illustrated embodiment of the invention, is that requests
can and will be copied, and multiple copies of any given request will be in-flight within the spiral cache array, unless the
request is satisfied immediately with a look-up in front-most tile 1. A copy of the request is sent to each of the quadrants
on each retry and requests can be further copied within the quadrants, as will be described in further detail below.
[0031] A request propagates from front-most tile 1 outwards along a diagonal path to tile 43 in the top right corner of
the spiral cache. At tile 43, the request is simultaneously sent in a direction leftward in the Figure to tile 44 and downward
to tile 42, and therefore two copies of the request are generated from one original copy of the request. The leftward
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communication path continues until tile 46 is reached, and then turns downward toward front-most tile 1. The downward
path is followed until tile 40 is reached, where the request is directed to the left toward front-most tile 1. In each of the
tiles on the downward path, a left-directed path is split off by sending a copy of the request to the left. From tile 42, the
left-directed path traverses tiles 21 and 22, and is then directed downward at tile 23. From tile 41, the left-directed path
traverses tiles 20 and 7, and is directed downward at tile 8. In the above-described path traversal, each tile of the quadrant
is visited, and a lookup is performed with the address provided with the request.
[0032] The geometric retry employed in the illustrated embodiment does not change the asymptotic bounds due to
move-to-front or due to the dimensionality of the spiral. It merely introduces constant factors. More explicitly, the following
principles hold:

1. Geometric retry at most doubles the worst-case access latency.
2. Geometric retry succeeds to find an item within a factor of 4 of the scan access latency.

[0033] These statements are straightforward to prove and carry over to higher-dimensional spiral caches as well.

Systolic Design

[0034] The basic spiral architecture augmented with the geometric retry mechanism can be extended into a systolic
architecture in accordance with an embodiment of the invention, providing both low access latency and high throughput
at the same time. A timeline is defined as a subset of tiles that receive a copy of one request for a particular value (i.e.
a request containing one address) at the same time. Figure 5 shows timelines TL0-TL5 that a request traverses from
the corners of the cache boundary towards front-most tile 1. Assuming that a request has travelled along the diagonals
to corner tiles 49, 43, 37, and 31, at the leftmost and rightmost boundary tiles, the request is duplicated into a horizontally-
directed copy and vertically-directed copy as described above. Assuming that a request reaches the corner tiles during
cycle 0, it reaches the tiles specified on the timelines TL1 for cycle 1 next. For example, the request in the top left corner
tile 49 reaches tiles 26 and 48 during cycle 1. This communication pattern repeats up to timeline TL3, where multiple
incoming requests are present at tiles 46, 40, 34, and 28. Note that the requests arriving at each of these tiles must bear
the same address, due to the timing of the requests, the point of generation of request copies and the directing of the
requests. Similarly, tiles 23, 8, 1, 4, and 15 operate in a conflict-free manner, because each of multiple incoming requests
carries the same address during a cycle, and the tiles pass this address along to the neighboring tile connected to their
output. In case of tile 1, the output is the processor.
[0035] The above-described data flow is conflict-free because a spiral cache with move-to-front placement stores the
data associated with each address in at most one tile. Either the address is not in the spiral cache at all or it is mapped
to (and it’s value stored in) exactly one tile. Thus, at most one of the requests can "find" data in a tile, and move the
retrieved data to front-most tile 1. Each of the tiles having multiple inputs either passes the already retrieved data from
one of its inputs to an output directed towards front-most tile 1, or receives the same address on each of the inputs,
performs a local lookup, and, in case of a hit, retrieves and passes the data or, in case of a miss, passes the address
on to the front-directed output. A systolic data flow enables the pipelining of multiple requests. Each request is sent from
front-most tile 1 via the diagonal paths to the corner tiles of the array, and the request moves via timelines TL0-TL5
back to front-most tile 1. Viewing each tile on the diagonal paths and each timeline TL0-TL5 as a pipeline stage, the 7
3 7 spiral cache in Figure 5 has effectively 10 stages. The illustrated spiral cache generates a throughput of one request
per cycle, and maintains 10 requests in flight. In general, an N 3 N spiral cache with odd N has ÓN/2Ò + 2aN/2Ì, or
approximately 3/2N, pipeline stages.
[0036] To obtain a throughput of one request per cycle in the presence of geometric retry, one additional feature is
needed. When a tile on the diagonal receives both of: 1) a new request having a retry radius equal to the diagonal tile’s
radius; and 2) a returning request on the way back to front-most tile 1 during the same cycle, the returning request must
have priority.
[0037] Otherwise, the systolic pattern of requests traveling along the timelines would be destroyed. Rather than aban-
doning the new request, it is sent outwards on the diagonal paths with an incremented retry radius. This forwarded
request can turn toward the front when it encounters a bubble (gap) in the pipeline of timelines TL4, TL2, and TL0 on
the diagonal tiles. If there is no bubble available, the request will travel to the corners on the boundary associated with
timeline TL0, where it is guaranteed by structural and functional design to return without conflict toward the front.
[0038] In order to perform the above-described operations, the move-to-front and push-back accesses within the tiles
must be scheduled. Since the systolic design of the spiral cache in the illustrative embodiment permits one move-to-
front lookup operation and one push-back operation per cycle, in a spiral cache in accordance with one embodiment of
the present invention, a micro-pipeline with a duty cycle consisting of two clock cycles is included. During the first clock
cycle T1, a swap operation swap is performed as part of the push-back functionality, storing input data push-in provided
by push-back network 114 and providing the contents of the tile (if non-empty) as output data push-out on push-back
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network 114. During the second clock cycle T2, a cache lookup lookup is performed to implement the search functionality
associated with a request m2f-in moving to the front and moving the request forward on move-to-front network 116 as
request m2f-out, populating the data area associated with the request and setting flags if the lookup succeeded. Figure
6 illustrates the pipelining of cache accesses and next-neighbor communications from the perspective of one tile. A
swap operation is incorporated in the illustrative spiral cache tile array design, which: (1) applies the push-back address,
(2) reads the cache contents, and (3) writes the push-back data, which can be performed within one clock cycle to meet
the two-cycle operation described above, and may include time-borrowing techniques to provide such operation. If a
swap operation cannot be practially implemented in a particular design, the swap can be implemented by a one-cycle
write operation performed after a one-cycle read operation, and extending the duty cycle of the micro-pipeline to three
clock cycles.
[0039] Tiled memory arrays according to other embodiments of the present invention may be implemented using
different geometries to yield cache designs having different tradeoffs of dynamic value movement and the proximity of
most-recently-used values to the front-most tile. For example, rather than swapping each non-accessed value backward
at each access, other heuristics may be applied, including those conditioned on most-recently-used (MRU) counters or
other strategies, as long as requested values are always moved to the front-most tile.
[0040] In the spiral applications described above, there are advantages to the particular spiral cache architectures
that are related to its ability to keep the most recently used values in close physical proximity of the processor (or other
data sink) for as long as possible. The move-to-front heuristic ensures that access latencies of recently used values
remain small, while the swap-backward heuristic ensures that recently used values are not moved farther from the
processor than is necessary.

Claims

1. A method of providing access to a plurality of values within a storage device implementing a single level of a cache
memory hierarchy wherein the storage device comprises multiple storage tiles (1-49) having an ordered arrangement
in a plurality of electrical pathways interconnecting the multiple storage tiles (1-49) from a front-most one of the
multiple storage tiles (1) to a back-most one of the multiple storage tiles (49), the method_comprising:

storing the plurality of values in the multiple storage tiles (1-49) that provide storage for the single level of the
cache memory hierarchy, wherein the storing stores the plurality of values in unique corresponding ones of the
multiple storage tiles (1-49); characterized by in response to an access request implicating one of the plurality
of values not being already present in the front-most one of the multiple storage tiles (1), moving the requested
value to the front-most one of the multiple storage tiles (1) from another one of the multiple storage tiles in which
the one of the plurality of values is present according to a systolic pulse and a placement heuristic that maintains
the uniqueness of the values within the multiple storage tiles (1-49);
moving a displaced value from the front-most storage tile (1) backwards along one of said plurality of electrical
pathways toward the back-most storage tile (49) according to the systolic pulse, wherein multiple move-to-front
operations for accessing multiple values are simultaneously maintained in-progress among the multiple storage
tiles; and
pushing-back values of said plurality of values by swapping the values among neighboring ones of the multiple
storage tiles until one of the storage tiles having an empty storage location is reached or if the values are already
stored in the back-most one of the multiple storage tiles swapping the values out into a backing store coupled
to the back-most one of the multiple storage tiles (49).

2. An apparatus comprising means adapted for carrying out all the steps of the method according to any preceding
method claim.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Bereitstellen des Zugriffs auf eine Vielzahl von Werten in einer Speichereinheit, die eine einzelne
Stufe einer Zwischenspeicher-Hierarchie realisiert, wobei die Speichereinheit mehrere Speichermosaike (storage
tiles) (1 bis 49) mit einer geordneten Anordnung in einer Vielzahl von elektrischen Pfaden umfasst, die die mehreren
Speichermosaike (1 bis 49) von einem vordersten Mosaik aus den mehreren Speichermosaiken (1) zu einem hin-
tersten Mosaik aus den mehreren Speichermosaiken (49) verbinden, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Speichern der Vielzahl von Werten in den mehreren Speichermosaiken (1 bis 49), die einen Speicher für die
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einzelne Stufe der Zwischenspeicher-Hierarchie bereitstellen, wobei das Speichern die Vielzahl von Werten in
zugehörige, eindeutige Mosaike aus den mehreren Speichermosaiken (1 bis 49) speichert; dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
in Reaktion auf eine Zugriffsanforderung, die einen Wert aus der Vielzahl von Werten verwendet, die nicht
bereits in dem vordersten Mosaik aus den mehreren Speichermosaiken (1) vorhanden sind, Bewegen des
angeforderten Werts an das vorderste Mosaik aus den mehreren Speichermosaiken (1) von einem anderen
Mosaik aus den mehreren Speichermosaiken, in dem sich der eine Wert aus der Vielzahl von Werten befindet,
wobei das Bewegen gemäß einem systolischen Takt und einer Anordnungsheuristik ausgeführt wird, die die
Eindeutigkeit der Werte in den mehreren Speichermosaiken (1 bis 49) erhält;
Bewegen eines verschobenen Werts von dem vordersten Speichermosaik (1) zurück längs eines Pfads aus
der Vielzahl von elektrischen Pfaden zu dem hintersten Speichermosaik (49) gemäß dem systolischen Takt,
wobei die mehreren Bewegen-nach-vorne-Operationen zum Zugreifen auf mehrere Werte in den mehreren
Speichermosaiken gleichzeitig fortgesetzt werden; und
Rückschieben von Werten aus der Vielzahl von Werten durch Tauschen der Werte unter benachbarten Mosaiken
aus den mehreren Speichermosaiken, bis ein Speichermosaik mit einer freien Speicherstelle erreicht wird oder,
wenn die Werte bereits in dem hintersten Mosaik aus den mehreren Speichermosaiken gespeichert sind, Aus-
lagern der Werte in einen Sicherungsspeicher, der mit dem hintersten Mosaik aus den mehreren Speichermo-
saiken (49) zusammengeschaltet ist.

2. Vorrichtung, die geeignete Mittel zum Durchführen aller Schritte des Verfahrens nach einem vorangehenden Ver-
fahrensanspruch umfasst.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour fournir un accès à une pluralité de valeurs à l’intérieur d’une unité de mémoire implémentant un niveau
unique d’une hiérarchie de mémoire cache, dans lequel l’unité de mémoire comprend des pavés de mémoire
multiples (1 à 49) ayant un agencement ordonné dans une pluralité de trajets électriques interconnectant les pavés
de mémoire multiples (1 à 49) d’un pavé le plus avant des pavés de mémoire multiples (1) à un pavé le plus arrière
des pavés de mémoire multiples (49), le procédé comprenant de :

mémoriser la pluralité de valeurs dans les pavés de mémoire multiples (1 à 49) qui fournissent une mémoire
pour le niveau unique de la hiérarchie de mémoire cache, dans lequel la mémoire mémorise la pluralité de
valeurs des pavés uniques correspondants des pavés de mémoire multiples (1 à 49) ; caractérisé par
en réponse à une demande d’accès impliquant une de la pluralité de valeurs n’étant pas déjà présente dans
le pavé le plus avant des pavés de mémoire multiples (1), déplacer la valeur demandée vers le pavé le plus
avant des pavés de mémoire multiples (1) à partir d’un autre des pavés de mémoire multiples, une de la pluralité
de valeurs étant présente selon une impulsions systolique et une heuristique de placement qui conserve le
caractère unique des valeurs à l’intérieur des pavés de mémoire multiples (1 à 49) ;
déplacer une valeur déplacée du pavé de mémoire le plus avant (1) vers l’arrière le long d’un de ladite pluralité
de trajets électriques vers le pavé de mémoire le plus arrière (49) selon l’impulsion systolique, des opérations
multiple de déplacement vers l’avant pour accéder à des valeurs multiples étant conservées simultanément en
progression parmi les pavés de mémoire multiples ; et
pousser vers l’arrière des valeurs de ladite pluralité de valeurs en permutant les valeurs parmi les pavés voisins
des pavés de mémoire multiples jusqu’à ce qu’un des pavés de mémoire ayant un emplacement de mémoire
vide soit atteint ou si les valeurs sont déjà mémorisées dans le pavés le plus arrière des pavés de mémoire
multiples en permutant les valeurs dans un magasin de secours connecté au pavé le plus arrière des pavés
de mémoire multiples (49).

2. Dispositif comprenant des moyens adaptés pour mettre en oeuvre toutes les étapes du procédé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications de procédé précédentes.
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